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When Jeremiah arrives in Minneapolis to spend the summer

with his Dad, everything feels odd. His dad’s fiancé

Michael, has buried the apartment in piles of DIY wedding

decorations. Jeremiah’s best friend Sage now spends all her

time with a new girl as quirky and bright as Sage ever was.

Everywhere he goes, Jeremiah feels like the odd one out.

Eager for something to get him away from all this, he starts

volunteering in an English class for refugees. As summer

goes on, Jeremiah finds community in new places and with

unexpected friends. Everything Together is about exploring

your place in the world and the tangled ways we connect.
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asked with a smile.
Reina laughed. “I think we’ll take him. What 

are you working on?”
Michael held up the paper. “Seating chart for 

the wedding.”
“Fun,” Reina said. 
“Super fun,” Michael said. “So much fun. 

The most fun ever. Especially because we’re still 
waiting for everyone to RSVP.”

He managed to say this lightly, but there was a 
kind of expectancy in his voice. He was looking 
meaningfully at Reina. He apparently thought 
that I’d given them the invitation.

My ears got hot as I looked between them, 
thinking of the invitation buried in my sock 
drawer, but I didn’t say anything. 

CCHHAAPPTTEERR  
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Planting the alyssum around the daylilies 
gave me something to do, but, like watering  
the garden, it only lasted so long. Not long 
enough. I helped Michael finish framing the 
little name place markers. I learned how to 
make a new special kind of bow so I could tie 
chocolate-brown ribbon around the teal jars for 
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wedding.” Feeling awkward about not inviting 
them, I looked at Asha and Asad. I was about to 
apologize, but neither of them looked bothered.

“Did they all come pre-creased?” Sage 
laughed, holding up the misshapen envelope.

“No,” I said. “Yours is a limited edition 
stylishly distressed wedding invite.”

“Fancy,” she said. “And yes, of course we’ll be 
there!”

“You haven’t even opened it,” I said. “You 
don’t know the date or anything.”

“It doesn’t matter,” Sage said. “We’ll be 
there.” 

CCHHAAPPTTEERR  
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“What do you want to do?” Asad said.

It was the first time that I’d tracked him down 
to hang out. Doing this kind of thing still made 
me nervous. I was the kinda kid who used to 
hide behind my parents while they arranged the 
playdates for me when I was little. 

But there were no parents to hide behind these 


